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SMART DISPENSERS DRIVE DOWN OPERATIONAL COSTS
PEC Fuel Systems no longer need to rely on anecdotal evidence from service technicians. We have always been told that our dispensers have a low cost of ownership
and now you can see it. Our secure, cloud-based, smart solution provides a fact driven maintenance/service programme that drives down operational business costs.
No more guessing or random swap outs. The Data Centre optimises uptime while ensuring that the customer experience is positive; understanding return customers,
are a key part of the success of your fuelling business.

Creating a New Information Platform

Gallagher have used their globally recognised security certifications to evolve a smart but simple
data platform. The Data Centre targets dispenser operation, management and reports.
The platform has an extensible architecture, designed for dispensing systems and
brings a new approach to allow dynamic management of forecourt equipment.

Every Dispenser has an E-Tech

Data Centre enabled dispensers have a new platform that
brings 24/7 sensing and alerting to our customers.
No matter the time of day, out of sync system
parameters will be alerted and registered with
the fuel company, selected team members and/
or their authorised service partners - often visible
well before the site, or importantly the customer,
is impacted.

How Does It Work?

It does not need another box on the wall, the PULSE dispenser is the new platform. Connect your
dispensers to your broadband router and you take control. Setup a Fuel System Data Centre
contract, configure your company’s operation and invite your service partners into the cloud.
You can authorise your team and or partners to manage or check on your equipment,
but you too, can easily see everything on one, many, or all your sites. Your data is
secure and accessible through your dedicated connection.

No LAN Cabling at My Sites

Wireless is an option. A wireless module in each dispenser and a wireless router in the office or in one
of the dispensers which connects to the existing
broadband router. No existing router? This can
be resolved with a wireless router using 3
or 4G SIMs. Note: this requires a data plan
with your IT/communication provider.

Site Staff Business Benefits
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Taking Care with Ops Cost
The Data Centre provides a proactive approach
for site support, changing the process for the
technician and the site staff. Alert emails provide
specific targeted service detail.
Fault discovery time on site is minimised, it’s
straight to the pump/hose/valve. Live pump status,
events and issue history together with site wide
views aim to reduce the 40% of ‘no fault found’ visits
to sites. The need to visit a site is now understood
and planned before it occurs. Reducing visits and
expensive after-hours call outs; of particular benefit
to remote and outside metro sites that have higher
attend and revisit costs.
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How Do Users Connect?

The Data Centre is based on you having as much
business visibility as you require, from anywhere,
on any smart device - a PC, a tablet or simply on a
phone in your pocket.

The Data Centre supports day-to-day business:
What is the operational status of all the pumps?
Was 30 typed at the pre-set on pump 4?
Need to know all the price changes completed?
What were the last 20 deliveries on any hose?
How many dispensers in my cluster are offline?
Has an alert email for pump 1 been sent out?
The customer says it’s slow. Is it really slow?
Should I cone off pump 7 or just the 95 hose?
Can I see the current tote on every hose?
YES, all these can be answered with Data Centre.

Service & Support

With any online device, a service person can see the
issues on any site in the network - each issue has
support notes available to show possible resolution
paths. The ‘Live Flow Rate’ report quickly shows
whether issue are single hose (valve/nozzle), inlet
(shear valve or filter) or at the tank (STP).
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“Smarts” Change Service Models

This will not replace the need for an on-site technician as compliance visits
and urgent calls will still occur, for example drive offs and crash damages.
The Data Centre will allow a proactive, real data driven, support model. This is
based on 24 hour email alerts, dynamic visual status and the ability to download
firmware, get the configuration changed and see live dispenser updates.

